We prove that if S is a Sierpinski set and NCR is an Fa set of measure zero, then (N + t) n S = 0 for some t 6 R . A similar result holds for generalized Sierpinski sets under Martin's Axiom.
Introduction
An uncountable set S ç R is called a Sierpinski set if ITVCiiS"! < co whenever TV ç R is of measure zero. We say that A ç R has strong first category (SFC), if, for any measure-zero set TV ç R, there exists / G R such that (TV +1) n A = 0. It is well known that Lusin sets, the category analog of the Sierpinski sets, have strong measure zero (see [M] for details). This leads to the question posed by F. Galvin [M, p. 210] : Do all Sierpinski sets have SFC? It is known that under CH there are Sierpinski sets which have SFC. Simply let {TVJ be all G& measure zero sets and inductively pick saeR\{J((Fßö{sß})ö(Fß + tß)),
where tn is such that {sß:ß ç a} n (Fn + tn) = 0. Then S = {sn:a < &>,} is an SFC Sierpinski set. Recently Bartoszynski and Ihoda proved that under CH every Sierpinski set is a union of two SFC sets (although it is not known if the union of two SFC sets always has SFC) and that Con(ZF) => Con(ZFC+ there are Sierpinski sets-hall Sierpinski sets have SFC) [BI] .
Main result
Let p be Lebesgue measure on R and let LQ = {TV ç R:p(N) = 0}. For X, Y ç 1 X ± Y = {xzk y: x e X and y e Y} .
The following is a partial answer to Galvin's question. Theorem 1. If N e LQ is an Fa set and S a Sierpinski set, then there exists t e R such that (N + t)nS = 0.
Received by the editors October 20, 1989 and, in revised form, February 12, 1990 . 1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Proof. Let S be a Sierpinski set and let A = S n (TV + Q), so that A is countable. Then any member of ß that shifts TV out of X shifts TV out of S ; i.e., if / G ß and (TV + 0 n A = 0, then (TV + /) n S = 0. [EKM, Lemma 9] shows that, if N e L0, then there exists a perfect set ß such that N + Q e L0. It follows that every Sierpinski set can be shifted out of any measure-zero set TV such that countably many translates of TV cannot cover any perfect set. Recall that a set A ç R has universal measure zero iff, for all atomless measures v on the Borel sets, there is a Borel set of //-measure zero covering A. Also recall that A has property s0 iff for any perfect set P there exists a perfect set ß ç P disjoint from A . It is well known that neither universal-measure-zero sets nor sets with property s0 can cover a perfect set by countably many translates (for this and other properties of these sets see [M] ). We have the following:
Corollary. If M ç R is universally null or M e L0 and has property sQ and S is a Sierpinski set, then (M + t)r\S -0 for some t e R.
For our main result, we need {pi:}/tew-expansions. Let {pk}keoj be a sequence of natural numbers each greater than 1. Every real number x G [0, 1 ) has a unique {p/t}A.eft)-expansion of the form x = J2k€(l} .**.,.. , where xk e pk and xk ^ pk -1 for infinitely many k . (We identify pk with {0,1,2,..., pk -1}.) In what follows, xk will be denoted by (x)k . 
Now pick m so that 2W > 6 . Then, if we partition Ik into 2W equal subintervals, at most ^ of them have nonempty intersections with Bk . Let pk+, = 2m and Afc+1 ç pk be a set of indices of those subintervals whose intersections with Bk axe nonempty. Clearly conditions ( 1 ) are satisfied. Now suppose D is as in Lemma 2 and a e Nk for some kQ e co. For k > k0, (a)k G Ak . Therefore, if we let Y be the set of all real numbers from (-1, 1) with finite {/7^^-expansions, then a e D + Y.
We now have to modify [EKM, Lemma 9] .
Lemma 3. Let {pk}kew be a bounded sequence of natural numbers greater than 1. For each set K c co, let QK = < Y^-:qk Gpk ifk e K and qk = 0 otherwisel.
[kewP°'Pi.pk > Given TV e L0, there exists an infinite set K ç to such that TV + QK e LQ.
Proof. The proof is almost the same as the original proof of Erdös, Kunen, and Mauldin. Note that if /: co -> co is an increasing function, 7 ç R is an interval, and n e co, then p(I + ßran(/)) < pR0) ■pf(X).Pf(n)(p(I) + Po.Pl.LPfíii)) ■ % making / increase rapidly enough we make p"0. -Pf,X).Pfin)/Po 'Pi. p,,n) as small as desired so that all steps in the proof given in [EKM] may be performed here without major changes. We leave the details to the reader. However, in the case relevant to the proof of Theorem 1, pk = 2r* for some rk e co. For such pk , Lemma 3 follows easily. By [EKM, Lemma 9] , we have an infinite set H ç co such that if BH = j Y, %<?a e {0, 1} if k G H and qk = 0 otherwise! keen then N + BH e L0 and, if b e co is a bound for {rk}kea) and Hk = {k + i: i < b}, then there exists an infinite set A ç co such that, whenever k, 1 G A, then Hk n 77, = 0 and Hk ç H. Now simply let K = {k + b: k e X}, and observe that QkÇBH.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let TV g L0 be an Fa set. Then TV' = (\Jneco(N ± n)) n [0,1) is also an Fa set, so that by Lemma 2 there exist sequences {pk}k€(l), {Ak}kew and a set D such that TV' ç D+Y for some countable Y ç R. Since in the proof of Lemma 2 the sets Nk can be made as small as desired, we may assume that the sequence {pk }k€w is bounded. Therefore, by Lemma 3, we have an infinite set K -{kQ, kx , k2, ... } ç co, so that QK + N e LQ. By Lemma 1, it suffices to show that TV does not cover QK by countable translations. Since TV' as well as N may be covered by countably many translations of D, let us now show that for any countable A C R, X + D r/3 QK . Let X = {x(n): n e co}. By assuming that the addition in X + D is modulo 1, we may consider A ç [0, 1). For each i eco, pick qk e (pk -1 )\[(\ u Ak © 1 ) © (x''^ ], where © signifies algebraic addition modulo pk . Set qk = 0 for k £ K so that the number q -y\.c,, n .fy ." is in ß" and is different from all numbers in X + D.
¿-*K*ztU Pq P\ '" P/i ^A A similar result holds for generalized Sierpinski sets under Martin's Axiom (MA). Recall that 5Ç1 is a generalized Sierpinski set if \S\ = c and |SnTV| < c whenever TV g LQ. Clearly, Lemma 1 remains true for generalized Sierpinski sets if "countable A " is replaced by " |A| < c."
Theorem 2. Assume MA. If TV g L0 is an Fa set, then for every generalized Sierpinski set S there exists a t e R such that (TV + t)nS = 0. Proof. Let N e LQ be an F set. It suffices to show that TV satisfies the generalized Lemma 1 as shown above. Let TV', {pk}k€t0, {Ak}kew , and K be as in the proof of Theorem 1. We would like to show that D + X r¿ QK for any X ç R, where \X\ < c. Let P = {(/, E):E ç X is a finite subset and / is a finite function, dom(/) ç co, f(i) e px and for every e e E there exists an /' G K n dom(/) such that /(/') G px\(D + e)x and /(/') = 0 for i e dom(/)\AT} . Define a partial order on P simply as (f2, E2) < (f., Ex) if f22 fx and E22 Ex . Clearly (P, <) is a ccc poset and DF = {(/, E): E D F}
and Dn -{(f, E):n e dom(/)} are dense subsets of P for all finite F ç X and n e co. By Martin's Axiom, there exists a filter G ç P which meets all DF and Dn. Let q = |J{/: (f, E) € G} . It is easy to see that Ep n{k) D ^Qk\W + X). Theorem. If S is a Sierpinski set and F is a Fa set of measure zero, then {x: (x + F) (1S = 0} is comeager.
T. Bartoszynski and I. Reclaw pointed out that for some dense Gs sets TV there are sets ß such that conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 1 hold.
